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Time Is Always Against Us... 

In keeping with the season and celebrating all things sinister and diabolic, Aksys Games 

and Spike Chunsoft would like to announce that the official North American title for Zero 

Escape 3 is…(drum roll please)… Zero Time Dilemma! Building on the success of its 

predecessors, Nine Hours, Nine Persons, Nine Doors, and Virtue’s Last Reward, series 

mastermind Kotaro Uchikoshi has pulled out all the stops to deliver the most compelling 

and mind shredding gaming experience ever seen on a handheld platform. Choice is your 

only method of salvation and your only means of escape. How much of your humanity will 

you sacrifice to earn your freedom? As a new age of ruin looms large on the horizon, you 

must make impossible decisions and weather unimaginable consequences as you straddle 

the line between absolution and damnation. Plan your escape. Releasing Summer 2016 for 

both retail and digital in North America and digital only in Europe. 
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Zero Time Dilemma has not been rated by the Entertainment Software Ratings Board 
(ESRB). For more information, visit www.esrb.org. 

 
   

For media inquiries, please email: 

Danny Miscevich/ danny@aksysgames.com 

Alia Carroll/ alia@aksysgames.com 

Frank “Bo” deWindt II / bo@aksysgames.com 

 

  
 

Press assets for Zero Time Dilemma can be found here: 

www.aksysgames.com/assets 

username: media 

password: access 

 

About Aksys Games 

Founded in 2006 in Torrance, California, Aksys Games Localization, Inc. is a localization 

studio and visionary video game publisher specializing in the Japanese-to-English translation 

of games and committed to publishing unique, multicultural, high-quality interactive content 

for all current-generation platforms with its talented staff. Its lineup of games includes Guilty 

Gear Xrd -SIGN- (Game Critics’ Awards Best of E3 2014 “Best Fighting Game” 

nomination), Zero Escape: Nine Hours, Nine Persons, Nine Doors (Winning “Best 

Story/Writing” Awards from IGN and Nintendo Power), Zero Escape: Virtue’s Last 

Reward (2012 GDC Awards “Best Story” Nominee), the acclaimed BlazBlue fighting game 

series such as BlazBlue Chrono Phantasma, and Muramasa Rebirth. More information about 

Aksys Games and its products can be found on the company’s 

website, www.aksysgames.com. 
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